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Figure S1: Results Tables. Contains the data presented in Figure 5, but in a more compact and tabular 
form, allowing precise data points to been seen. Also contains new data tables which report on the minimum 
and maximum objectives values of EuGeneCiD for each conceptualization as well as the solution number 
associated with that value A. Shows data relate to overall quality and quantity of the 
EuGeneCiD/EuGeneCiM runs, including number of solutions, percent of solutions which are optimal, and 
cause of the end of the run. B. Shows result tables related to solution size (in number of design triads) 
including minimum, mode, and maximum. C. Shows result tables related to solution time including 
minimum, mean, and maximum times. D. Shows results tables related to the minimum and maximum 





Figure S2: Specific Example BUFFER Solution Results. Shown in this image are three examples of 
successful BUFFER gate designs created by EuGeneCiD, presented in a similar manner to Figure 6. These 
successful examples include solutions for Cadmium, Copper, and Zinc signals using solutions of size one, 
three, and four respectively. This figure is included to show the applicability of the EuGeneCiD and 
EuGeneCiM workflow to circuits which have other than two inputs. 
